We’re ready to entertain you!
November 7, 2011

The Minions of Gozer are a brand new Ghostbusters shadow cast! Born purely of fanlove, we
bring New Yorkers a timeless favorite in a brand new light. While honoring traditions built by The
Rocky Horror Picture Show (http://www.rockyhorror.com/) and Repo!The Genetic Opera (http://
www.repo-opera.com/) fans, The Minions of Gozer (http://www.minionsofgozer.com) bring a
twist to shadowcasting, showing you, through perfectly delivered vignettes, all those moments
in the film you’ve never seen but always wondered about. Like the time that Egon tried to drill a
hole through his head. Or the undersea, unexplained mass sponge migration witnessed by Dr. Ray
Stantz. Did Peter really study? Where do giant Twinkies come from? And what is in Walter Peck’s
pants anyway? We bring all the elements of a midnight movie party (costumes, props, audience
participation and a shadow cast) to a mainstream favorite with a PG rating and a die-hard fan
base. Who doesn’t want to throw candy hearts at Ray Stantz, the heart of the Ghostbusters, or let
index cards fly through the air during the opening scene?
We have the tools; we have the talent!
After spending nearly a year in development, the Minions of Gozer will call the IFC Center
(http://www.ifccenter.com) home for our big debut! On Friday, November 18th and Saturday,
November 19th IFC will host the Minions for two performances accompanying midnight
showings of Ghostbusters. Formerly known as the Waverly Theater, the IFC became the birthplace
of shadowcast entertainment with midnight screenings of The Rocky Horror Picture Show in 1976.
Synonymous with top-notch independent, cult and art film in New York, the IFC Center has long
championed innovative, live shadowcast productions (Hedwig and the Angry Inch and Buffy the
Vampire Slayer). We’re pleased as Ecto Cooler to help them continue this tradition. On Friday,
November 18th & Saturday, November 19th, we’ll turn Greenwich Village into Slime Square with
the first-ever live Ghostbusters shadowcast production. Bring your raincoat because you might get

SLIMED!
Sincerely,

Angela Williams
Producer/Creator
347-407-0367
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